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Abstract This research explains a new process in architecture frameworks. A complete analysis on implementation of the specific frameworks can be conducted by a special system. Moreover, the system can be installed anywhere, and it produces a unique result, which is customized based on the contents of architectural designs by users. Before using the system, an architect should think about the design and the process of constructing frameworks because a computer sometimes computes misleading results although the architect describes architectural structures, which the designer wants. If the architect inputs the same process into the computer, and the result of frameworks changes, it is not a proper architectural design. Hence, a tool, which precisely treats data, is needed. Therefore, when constructing the proper architecture, a new paradigm of architecture should be used to distinguish the issues of discussion by using various data. Also, based on this information, an apartment housing complex design, related to possible parameters, which can be expressed by combining various fusion tables and geocloud, and architectural designs, is proposed.
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1. Introduction

1.1 A new form of architecture

A new paradigm of architecture and the development of architectural forms are needed because the previous paradigm has pursued Post Modernism styles, and many architects have sought for architectural appearance, not internal functionality of buildings. However, stellar performance and absolute accuracy take priority in the state-of-the-art trend of architecture unlike the former architecture trend, which has followed the superficial facade of Post Modernism.
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By this, architects serve their users well, and tries to exactly indicate the issues and demands of user.

Because stellar performance based on architecture designs has not be a fresh concept, it can never be applied to some methods before, but the computer programs in architecture, related to architectural design process, are steadily changing. They are useful to design only an essential portion of buildings and provides improved results of architecture forms.

Since it is difficult for users to suddenly utilize computer-aided tools in specific cases or at the end of the process of the architectural design, there has been a gap between those who use the tools and the potential creating more accurate and performative architectural designs until now. This potential is what this project strives to explore and how architects can produce a more accurate and performative architecture design. These answers are described in the data, which is accessible to the public. As users' needs are firmly understood, the higher quality of architectural design products can be made. So this study is ranged and analysed according to five chapters: firstly a new form of architecture and introduction to data as introduction, secondly a new process and discussing issues as a new architecture process, thirdly fusion tables and geocloud as creating solutions, fourthly possible parameters and specific to architecture as designing architectural frameworks, lastly conclusion.

1.2 Introduction of data

By expanding the influence on websites, better data can be achieved[1]. All details of properties can be gathered within terrain data, census data, economic statistic data, human opinion data, and even statistic crime data against humanity about all the countries on earth. Information about people’s daily life and variable pictorial images can be easily obtained anywhere. Every intimate information in minute detail of hundreds of millions of peoples everyday lives is now to be obtainable by computer approaching. Also, statistic data, which shows what people are thinking about government policies and other key issues, is readily available. Therefore, it is necessary for people to consider how to effectively use data from the diverse websites. The objective of this study is to explain a new process in architecture frameworks.

2. A new architecture process

2.1 A new process

In terms of architecture, architects build a wall around themselves. A past process depended less on the users of the building and relied more on the individual architect’s aesthetic sense, or the user’s artistic sense with opinions elicited from experts.(Fig. 2) In the past, architects gathered site analysis data, user input, and other information on the architecture. Moreover, they accepted them to produce a concept or an approach. Out of this, the architectural form is derived. So the procedure for generating architectural form was often referred to as the “architect as god” mentality.

Conversely, a new process that creates forms driven by their users and various contexts is needed. Nowadays, architect in this process designs a framework to generate a form with parameters, which are analysis data, user input, or other parameters.(Fig. 3) These can be connected to produce a design output. Rather than formal buildings from their makers, architects try to
find answers to develop the form founded on enormous data resources. The data resources are a great window into the world of the human being and show us more than we could ever want to know general information about humans. By using these data resources, architectural forms can parlay the data into building elements. This procedure provides architectural forms that are based on their users rather than architects. Therefore, the goal of this work is to seek a more accurate architecture form.

“Within contemporary architecture design, a significant shift of emphasis can be detected - a move away from an architecture based on purely visual concerns towards an architecture justified by its performance. Structural, constructional, economic, environmental and other parameters that were once secondary concerns have become primary - are now being embraced as positive inputs within the design process from the outset.”[2]

2.2 Discussing issues

The computational design strategist argues that we have to surpass mere data collection and technical optimisation and open up new ways of thinking with the creative use of soft data.[3] The question becomes how people identify issues. It is easy to say the architecture motivated by data but how does one really produce architectural form based on various values. There are some problems with this line of thought, and lie in the enforcement of this type of strategy. The largest probably being is how we actually use the data. The answer is through the establishment of a framework that uses values to drive specific parameters of building elements. The data strategically needs a universal format that can be attached and used without difficulties in the general practices. There are two step processes in data treatments. The first step is that all data types without exception are converted into one format under any circumstances. The seconde step is that the resulting format is connected to computer software to be given the ability to create architectural forms.

3. Creating Solutions

3.1 Fusion tables

Fusion tables on the world wide web are kinds of online database programs because of their geo-spatial informations. That is, these can be used for gathering, visualizing, and sharing data tables. Data are stored in multiple tables that internet users can view and download[5].

This provides the spatial analysis of objects, and a way to search information based on a specific location. It is specially useful when it comes to the architecture because architects can use full information about their surrounding users and a project’s contexts.

This database program allows various different formats to be changed including SHP files(GIS Information)[6], CSV files(Spreadsheets)[7], and KML
files(Geometry)[8]. This practice is the goal of getting data by integrating usable formats.
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Fig. 4. Data Source of economically active population survey[4]
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Fig. 5. Data element of the family size[4]

![Bar chart showing aging population](image)

Fig. 6. Data element of aging population[4]

3.2 Geocloud

Geocloud is a way of this study was needed to get information from the database application programs and system softwares to produce forms.(Fig. 8) Its feature is composed with a powerful and scalable worldwide cloud based computer infrastructure for mapping organizations, and collaboration point is a meeting point for collaboration between geoinformation software developers, data providers and mapping organizations worldwide.[10] But this library technique allows users to connect up data tables and search data based on spots, valuations, and other forms of real-time queries. This fulfills the necessity for a direct connection from data to the form. This procedure eliminates any obstructions effectually between the raw data and context that provided by the Internet and the architectural forms that are made from the data. The issue out of this thought is how people join data into forms. This is that the line is drawn between traditional architecture practice and this method. It permits the architect effectually as the framework designer instead of form designer. Since the forms are propelled by the data, the architect is left the framework designer who is decided by the various values plugged in, not the final form.

![Example of geocloud](image)

Fig. 7. Example of geocloud[9]

4. Designing Architectural Frameworks

4.1 Possible Parameters

Today cities can be grown in digital laboratories and, by imposing realistic constraints on their form begin to breed good design that emerge from continual
feedbacks. [11] For this reason framework is composed of many parameters. These parameters can be given various values, and based on those values they can fulfill some action. Thus, focusing on utilizing definite data sources is the main point to drive specific components of buildings.

The next page table shows many different data sources, which are related to one of three universal categories including contextual data, demographics, and user input. (Table. 1) These categories can be applied to diverse ways to construct buildings. For instance, contextual data may be used to drive the universal form of a building depending on how it is wrapped, projected or twisted around objects in its internal constitution. Demographics may be used to enlighten the unit types or the unit layouts within the building.

It can also propel the program types, building sizes and other factors such as vertical height, stories, the building area, and the floor ratio.

### 4.2 Specific to Architecture

An analogy with the specificity to architecture matches a car. Most cars are equipped with basic unchanging factors consisting of frame, engine, power train, steering, wheel and brake, and suspension. (Fig. 8)

They also have a specific limited size depending on the regulation for car types. All of these factors could be regarded as a framework. The framework can be altered in case of maintaining these basic elements. Cars are manufactured according to market demands and users’ needs. Hence, the form and shape of the cars can quite vary on the condition that the basic framework remains unaltered.
Fig. 8. All cars have a basic frameworks such as frame, engine, power train, steering, wheel & brake and suspension.

This is the same as the concept or principle of architecture framework. Architects design the basic framework and configurations for the building. Then, the form of the building is propelled by users and its context.

The obvious difference between cars and architecture also makes the debate for this type of process. And that is the reason why buildings are much more complicated than cars.

While their parts may be more complicated, there are many more variables when it becomes a general building. Human intuition can handle much and this, no one can argue, does a very fine job. The goal is not to get a computer to draw and design a whole building. Rather, the goal is to use CAD(Computer-aided design) with adroitness in the architecture processes. Getting answers to quantitative problems is one of its strong points, where as lifestyle and feeling is not. This organizes a team composed of architects and computers and allows the architects to lay out a framework using intuitive power and then fill in with form using computer.

4.3 Framework Implementation

The associative design systems can control local dynamic information flows through interactive systems, spaces and interfaces.[12] Downtown Gangneung presents a sole challenge for this special process, in that the complexities of regional characteristics, circulation flow of human and car traffic, diverse age groups, and other various parameters are boundless. Therefore, these factors must be analysed to include diversely relevant information. They could be regarded as parts of the framework, which determines to make the form.

This residential area is rapidly expanded. By using the historic growth, family size, aging population data in the city, and statistical projection algorithms, architects
can plan what the demand will be in the next five years. Consequently, more residential units and apartment complexes are needed to have a better program for this site. Also, services for 10,000 residents who lives near Gangneung are needed according to situational awareness data link.

The lower levels of the apartments are composed of 2 floor levels that is actually below grade, so naturally it provides public services for its residents. Car entry from the west, east and north side in the site brings users down into the underground parking lot (Fig. 16). The underground parking spots are offered free without cost. And every housing is also to offered 1.5 parking stall per unit.

The first floor level is the level where most residents enter apartment. This level consists of egresses, stair cases, lobby, elevator hall, mail box and other facilities. Through this public entrance, residents come into the formal lobby of the apartment, and can get on the elevators to go up to their units. Near the elevators, they encounter with mail box where all residents can pick up their mail, and a bicycle storage place where all residents can store their bicycles.

The typical residential floors (Fig. 14) are made up of three different unit types, which are one family unit, two or three family unit, and four or more family unit. Each floor has 3 block types in rotation. Each housing unit contains a utility module for electrical cable and plumbing which does not move. This creates a vertical stack for easy transportation of utilities and conditioning. Moreover each unit has a bathroom located within this unit module which also does not move.

5. Conclusion

This research explains a new process in architecture frameworks. A complete analysis on implementation of the specific frameworks can be conducted by a special system. Moreover, the system can be installed
anywhere, and it produces a unique result, which is customized based on the contents of architectural designs by users. Before using the system, an architect should think about the design and the process of constructing frameworks because a computer sometimes computes misleading results although the architect describes architectural structures, which the designer wants.

If the architect inputs the same process into the computer, and the result of frameworks changes, it is not a proper architectural design. Hence, a tool, which precisely treats data, is needed. Therefore, when constructing the proper architecture, a new paradigm of architecture should be used to distinguish the issues of discussion by using various data. Also, based on this information, an apartment housing complex design, related to possible parameters, which can be expressed by combining various fusion tables and geocloud, and architectural designs, is proposed.
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